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Symphony of Perfect Security
Traditional detection and blocking defenses are no longer adequate to combat today’s advanced
security threats. As cybersecurity actors become more cunning in their approach, businesses
are highly vulnerable to damaging and costly attacks.
With so many factors to consider, how can you protect your business from these advanced
adversaries? Don’t go it alone.
At Eastern, we offer Managed Detection and Response (MDR), a fully managed service that
delivers advanced threat detection and threat-hunting by skilled security experts. Powered by
Secureworks, a leading provider of intelligence-driven security solutions, MDR combines the
power of human intellect with security analytics to unify detection and response across cloud,
network and endpoint environments for improved security operations and outcomes.

With one unified response platform across your entire environment, Eastern can help you:
>		

Scale your SecOps to accelerate digital transformation

>		

Detect threats sooner with 24x7x365 threat detection and response support

>		

Realize up to 3x lower TCO than a do-it-yourself, piecemeal security solution

Security is not your area of expertise—it’s ours.

Your network is only as good as its security. By offering a more efficient and cost-effective
approach to security, Eastern can help you protect your network from unauthorized intrusions
across the full attack continuum.
Turn it over to the threat intelligence and incidence response pros, so you can focus on your
strategic priorities.
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Contact Eastern to get your personalized security assessment where we can
identify your areas of risk and discuss a customized solution for your business needs.
Learn more at https://ecei.com/secureworks/

WHY EASTERN?
Eastern has nearly three decades of experience providing end-to-end enterprise technology
solutions to customers across the globe. A certified partner for industry-leading IT manufacturers,
Eastern has a proven track record of designing and deploying complex enterprise Hybrid Cloud,
Hyper-Converged, Server, Desktop, Elastic Cloud, Isilon and Backup and Recovery solutions.

